You can read the recommendations in the user guide, the technical guide or the installation guide for NEC DTERM IP 4 BUTTON.
You'll find the answers to all your questions on the NEC DTERM IP 4 BUTTON in the user manual (information, specifications,
safety advice, size, accessories, etc.). Detailed instructions for use are in the User's Guide.
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Manual abstract:
Whether it's a feature-rich terminal for powerful communication at your desk, a rugged wireless telephone for challenging environmental conditions or a
convention-shattering softphone for real-time, multimedia interaction, NEC can offer a terminal that will help your business better connect with customers.
With NEC, you can choose from a full range of the most intelligent, technologically advanced, innovative reliable and quality terminals available to the
market today. IP SIP digital or analogue at NEC, we've combined , , a proud 30 year Australian heritage with the company's global expertise to offer
terminals which will meet the unique needs of any business. NEC Dterm IP 4 Button Leading edge communication with Dterm Series i There's no better way
to stay in touch than with sleek Dterm Series i terminals. Integrating form and function, the Dterm Series i adapts to suit your business needs, boasting a rich
array of standard features plus a range of optional accessories. There is a model for almost any business application, from cost effective operation in
elevators, corridors and factories, to feature-packed models for staff on the communication front-line. The Dterm range includes IP SIP and digital models ,
to suit both IP and TDM infrastructure and is the perfect choice if you plan to migrate to voice over IP in the future. Improve customer response Smart
companies know what it takes to get ahead: heightened customer response. Dterm Series i intelligent digital terminals offer you advanced features and
benefits that can help your business improve service and performance and exceed your customer's expectations. Make Dterm work for you The Dterm Series i
offers a veritable "toolbox" of menu-driven, soft key functions, each delivering superior power, versatility and programmability to every user.
@@@@@@@@@@@@@@There are several distinct models to meet diverse needs. @@@@@@@@@@@@@@File Transfer Send files to distant
users. Call Log Store information about outgoing and incoming calls. Go mobile with UNIVERGE wireless telephones NEC's UNIVERGE wireless
telephones help you get more out of your IP telephony investment. With UNIVERGE Wi-Fi handsets running on your wireless LAN, your business can enjoy
the reduced cost and simpler management benefits of IP Telephony, while increasing the reach and mobility of your workforce.
Reach further with NEC analogue telephones Analogue phones are perfect for areas of your business that don't require the power and features of a digital
multiline phone. MH110 for the busy office The UNIVERGE MH110 is ideally suited to general office, retail and hospitality environments. This compact
handset features exceptional voice quality, simple menu navigation and text messaging functions, all in a lightweight, ergonomic design. NEC Univerge
MH110 Wireless handset accessories NEC's UNIVERGE wireless handsets can be enhanced with a range of optional accessories, including headsets, desktop
and gang chargers, belt clips and cases to ensure you get the most out of your handset. Affordable quality with the AT21 analogue telephone Expand the
reach of your NEC Xen or NEAX system with affordable and reliable AT21 analogue phone terminals.
Analogue phones are perfect for areas of your business that don't require the power and features of a digital multiline phone. The AT21 analogue phone is
built for plug-and-play integration with any member of NEC's Xen, NEAX or UNIVERGE communication systems. With a host of basic system features
including voicemail, paging and transfer, the AT21 provides your business with an ideal solution to keep low traffic areas connected without compromise on
quality. The AT21 is a simple, high quality solution for areas such as corridors, lobbies and warehouses. And with a dedicated data jack for connecting a
computer with a modem, it's an ideal choice for hotel guest rooms. AT35 analogue telephone: cost-effective feature access A hard working versatile solution,
the AT35 provides simple feature access with CID in a cost effective, streamlined package. @@@@Small enough to be highly mobile, it is extremely simple
to use. @@Call 131 632 or visit www.necbs.com.
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